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This review addresses the effects of sleep deprivation on postural balance

based on a comprehensive search of articles dealing with this relationship in

the electronic databases PubMed, Google Scholar, and ScienceDirect. Evidence

suggests that postural balance is sensitive to acute and chronic sleep deprivation

for everyone, including young and healthy subjects. Pathologies, aging and the

circadian pattern aggravate and/or accentuate the effects of sleep deprivation

on postural balance. It turns out that the different systems of information taking,

decision making, and motor execution of the postural balance function are

negatively affected by sleep deprivation. For example, regarding the information

taking system, the sensitivity of visual perception and visuo-spatial performance

and the oculomotricity are disrupted and the vestibulo-ocular reflex and the

sensory reweighting are altered. Regarding the decision making system, the

different brain areas activated for the regulation of postural balance are less active

after sleep deprivation and the executive function and perception of verticality are

impaired. Regarding the motor execution system, the agonist-antagonist muscle

coordination can be modified. However, the different detrimental effects induced

for each system of the postural balance function are not yet fully known and

deserve further exploration in order to better understand them.

KEYWORDS

posture, postural control, sleep, acute sleep deprivation, chronic sleep deprivation,
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Introduction

Fatigue can be defined as the degradation of functional capabilities (e.g., motor,
cognitive) as a result of excessive physical/physiological and/or mental/psychological
workloads (Gandevia, 2001; Van Cutsem et al., 2017). This degradation occurs even if the
quantity and quality of sleep enable the restoration of optimal working capacity prior to
complete fatiguing workloads/tasks. Alternatively, in the absence of fatiguing physical or
mental workload, sleep deprivation alone is likely to degrade functional capabilities (Thun
et al., 2015). In fact, sleep deprivation disturbs functional capabilities whether people are
physically and/or mentally active or even inactive (sedentary) during the daytime. Sleep
deprivation affects anyone in any type of physical or mental activity requiring a greater
or lesser investment (degree of involvement) in performance contexts (e.g., artistic, sport,
military, or professional) and in the simple/ordinary activities of daily life (Patel et al., 2008;
Goel et al., 2013).
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Sleep deprivation may cause physiological (e.g., muscle
strength or power, energy supply) and neurobehavioral (e.g.,
attention, information taking, decision making, reaction time, and
response accuracy) changes likely to disturb any motor expression,
as basic or specialized as it may be, in terms of motor output
or skills (Fullagar et al., 2015; Cullen et al., 2019; Kirshner et al.,
2022). It would seem logical that motor output and/or skills
that strongly mobilize physiological and neurobiological resources
(e.g., intense sports or motor activities) are negatively affected
when these latter are disturbed by sleep deprivation (Fullagar
et al., 2015; Thun et al., 2015). However, it would seem more
surprising that basic motor activities requiring few physiological
and cognitive resources, such as postural balance, are disturbed
by sleep deprivation (Patel et al., 2008). In fact, it turns out that
the observed experimental results are opposite to those suggested
above. Indeed, sleep deprivation affects submaximal (postural
balance or movement control task) but not maximal (peak aerobic
or neuromuscular exercise) physical performances (Vaara et al.,
2018). Skurvydas et al. (2020) reinforced this idea by specifying
that sleep deprivation does not change maximal muscle strength
or gross motor performance when movement control precision
is not necessary. Sleep deprivation would thus particularly affect
submaximal activities that require precision and high control of
movements (Thun et al., 2015) such as postural balance (Patel et al.,
2008; Kirshner et al., 2022).

Based on these previous considerations, it is logical that it has
been suggested that the disturbance of postural balance caused
by sleep deprivation may increase the risk of falling in humans
(Knechel and Chang, 2022). There would even be a relationship
between sleep deprivation (or sleep disturbance/restriction) and
falls in adults (Knechel and Chang, 2022). Moreover, sleep
deprivation increases the risk of road traffic accidents (Herman
et al., 2014; Cai et al., 2021). Overall, sleep deprivation can be
considered a public health problem concerning, for example, the
worlds of sport and art with the stress induced by competition
and shows, frequency and duration of displacements and jet lag;
night workers with the chronobiological desynchronization likely
to be induced; older people with increased risks of insomnia; people
with obstructive sleep apnea syndrome, anxiety and depression,
fibromyalgia, and many other pathologies etc., (e.g., Van Reeth
and Mennuni, 2002; Waterhouse et al., 2004; Leatherwood and
Dragoo, 2013; Umemura et al., 2018; Serrano-Checa et al.,
2020).

The above-mentioned disruptive effects of sleep deprivation
and the consequences on postural balance are relatively
well known. However, the underlying mechanisms are little
known and still poorly understood. Knowing that sleep
deprivation can be characterized by effects on postural balance,
informed explanations of these impairing effects within the
regulatory mechanism of postural balance would advance
knowledge of the relationship between sleep deprivation
and neurobehaviour.

Two systematic reviews have already reported the adverse
effects of sleep deprivation on postural balance (Izadi et al.,
2022; Umemura et al., 2022) while another systematic
review stated a positive relationship between sleep quality
and postural balance (Kirshner et al., 2022). These latter
authors suggested most physiological and psychological
factors are likely to influence this relationship but the

mechanistic explanations remain to be precisely described
to better understand and prevent the risk of falls, accidents
and work-related injuries. Therefore, the present work
aims to provide insight into the adverse effects of sleep
deprivation on postural balance regulation based on mechanistic
explanations.

Basis of analysis and methodology

Theoretical support related to postural
balance

Characterization of postural balance
Posture describes the position of the different segments of the

body while balance corresponds to maintaining the body’s center
of mass above the base of support in order to avoid a fall (or an
imbalance). Hence, postural balance can be defined as the ability
to maintain a particular segmental organization without falling
(Paillard, 2017a). It can be assessed on the basis of the ability to
maintain body balance in ecological and/or challenging postures,
i.e., any type of posture, or the ability to minimize continuous body
sway in conventional or standard postures, i.e., standing postures
(Paillard, 2017a).

Postural balance is classically assessed in bipodal and/or
monopodal postures. These assessments are based on kinetic
and kinematic measurements (center of foot pressure, center
of mass, body segment displacements described in terms of
amplitude and/or velocity in the 2–3 dimensions/directions of
space -anteroposterior and mediolateral if there are 2) and/or
electromyographic measurements. These measurements are taken
with eyes open and/or eyes closed, on a stable or instable
base, with or without displacement of pedal support (Paillard
and Noe, 2015). However, other functional or clinical tests
are also used to evaluate postural balance based on success
criterion (pass or fail) or on assessment scale (different levels of
performance) by carrying out motor tasks in different postures
(e.g., lying, sitting, and standing) (Paillard and Noe, 2015).
Depending on the nature of the protocols (experimental or
clinical), the authors use kinetic and/or kinematic tests (with or
without electromyographic measurements) or functional/clinical
tests.

Regulatory mechanisms of postural balance
Postural balance regulation requires information taking

(vestibular, visual, cutaneous, and proprioceptive inputs),
processing this information, decision making (central integration
and command), and motor execution (activation of antigravity
muscles). This regulation is based on neuronal loops that function
according to hierarchical and stereotyped patterns and depend
on cognitive function and internal body representation or
body representation in space (Massion, 1994). Internal body
representation is built on body geometry (position and orientation
of the segments serve as a reference frame for perception and
action with respect to the environment), kinetics (friction between
the plantar cutaneous surface and the ground, acceleration
of the body), body orientation and vertical perception (with
reference to the subjective vertical) cues (Paillard, 2012). Actions
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require matching multisensory inputs regulating orientation and
stabilization of body segments with compensated (a posteriori,
i.e., during and after postural disturbance) and anticipated
(a priori, i.e., prior to postural disturbance) postural adjustments
(postural responses that are spontaneous and/or included in motor
programs) (Paillard, 2019).

From a mechanistic viewpoint, the different cues stemming
from vestibular, visual, cutaneous and proprioceptive inputs
are integrated at the level of vestibular nuclei (representing
the integration center) that ensure vestibulo-ocular, vestibulo-
spinal, and vestibulo-cerebellar connexions (Naranjo et al.,
2016). The ocular motor activity is based on vestibulo-ocular
and visuo-ocular reflexes (Bronstein, 2016). At the spinal level,
facilitator and inhibitory neurons regulate different spinal reflexes
such as stretch, tendinous, ipsilateral flexion, and contralateral
extension reflexes (Bloem et al., 2000). Motor responses need
to be selected, triggered, controlled, and coordinated by the
basal ganglia (selection of movement), cerebellum (control of
movement), and primary motor cortex (triggering of movement)
which set up the control center of postural balance (Richard
et al., 2017). These motor responses are carried out by antigravity
muscles located in the axial and/or proximal part of the head,
trunk, thigh, leg, and foot (in particular type I muscle fibers)
while their antagonists are inhibited by inhibitory neurons
through the reciprocal inhibition reflex (Paillard, 2017b).
Axial musculature is connected to the reticulospinal tract
(which facilitates anticipatory postural adjustments) and the
vestibulospinal tract (which regulates compensatory postural
adjustments) as well as part of the corticospinal tract, while
distal musculature is under the control of the red nucleus
and the rubrospinal tract as well as a part of the corticospinal
tract ensuring fine postural motor actions (Paillard, 2017b).
Overall, the cortical structures control voluntary postural
responses via a long loop while the subcortical and spinal
structures ensure automatic and reflex postural responses through
medium and short loops, respectively, (Jacobs and Horak, 2007;
Zaback et al., 2022).

Characterization of sleep deprivation

Sleep deprivation is the result of insufficient sleep quantity
and/or quality required to fully restore physiological and
psychological functions (which are individually highly variable but
generally require 7–9 h of sleep per day). Most of the time the
effects of sleep deprivation (or sleep restriction/disturbance) on
postural balance are studied in acute application (short term), i.e.,
after a full (or partial) night of sleep deprivation with continuous
wakefulness. The effects of sleep deprivation in chronic application
are also studied over several consecutive days (or even several
consecutive weeks or months) and are mostly analyzed in the
context of chronic poor sleep quality (e.g., obstructive sleep
apnea). In order to focus strictly on the relationship between
sleep deprivation and postural balance, any fatiguing physical or
mental workload and any stimulating and/or disturbing substance
(e.g., caffeine, alcohol) should be avoided during the continuous
wakefulness period (to avoid the cumulative or interference effects)
and prior testing.

Information sources on the relationship
between postural balance and sleep
deprivation

A comprehensive search for articles dealing with the effects
of sleep deprivation on postural balance was conducted (at
the beginning of 2022) using the keywords “postural balance,”
“posture,” “sleep deprivation,” “sleep restriction,” “sleep disorders,”
“proprioceptive cues/information,” “visual cues/information,”
“vestibular cues/information,” “motor response,” and “executive
function” using the electronic databases PubMed, Google Scholar,
and ScienceDirect.

Relationship between postural
balance and sleep

Evidence suggests that acute sleep deprivation negatively
impacts postural balance on stable or instable base of support, with
eyes open and/or eyes closed, or in functional clinical conditions
(e.g., Avni et al., 2006; Ma et al., 2009; Siu et al., 2015; Moon et al.,
2018; Vaara et al., 2018). Even a partial sleep restriction of 4 h
can negatively affect postural balance in young subjects (Souissi
et al., 2020). Day-to-day deterioration in sleep quantity and quality
(decreased duration, increased fragmentation, increased nocturnal
activity) also disturbs postural balance (Montesinos et al., 2018).
Conversely, subjects with no alteration in sleep quantity and quality
present no change in postural balance (Montesinos et al., 2018). In
fact, only sleep pattern variations over consecutive days may affect
balance (Montesinos et al., 2018). Montesinos et al. (2018) pointed
out that variations in sleep quality cause higher sympathetic activity
(e.g., heart rate variability) during the sleep opportunity, which
suggests the presence of more wake intervals and/or arousals,
and fewer and/or shorter deep sleep intervals. Regression models
indicate sleep quality would be a predictor of postural balance
(Kowalski et al., 2021). Poor sleep quality would be associated with
greater postural sway in the closed eyes and firm surface postural
condition than the other conditions - open eyes, foam surface -
(Kowalski et al., 2021).

Moreover, a 60 min nap improves postural balance (Ammar
et al., 2021). It is already known that napping overcomes the
cognitive and physical deterioration induced by sleep deprivation
and leads to a reduced level of perceived sleepiness, but it would
also produce a better integration of visual and vestibular cues and a
better motor output in the postural balance regulation which would
be degraded after sleep deprivation (Ammar et al., 2021).

Main factors influencing the effects
of sleep deprivation on postural
balance

Pathologies, aging, sex, and circadian patterns influence
the effects of sleep deprivation on postural balance. Certain
pathologies, such as fibromyalgia and Marfan syndrome, cause
somatosensory disorders that negatively affect postural balance
(Akkaya et al., 2013; Micarelli et al., 2019).
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Aging also modifies the effects of sleep deprivation on postural
balance. Sleep deprivation would have greater destabilizing effects
on postural balance in older than in younger subjects and could
thus increase the risk of falls in aged subjects (Robillard et al.,
2011). One can deduce that sleep deprivation would accentuate the
adverse effects of advancing age on postural balance (Olpinska-
Lischka et al., 2021). Olpinska-Lischka et al. (2021) stated that
women would be better able to cope with the effects of sleep
deprivation than men, although this deserves to be confirmed.

Moreover, it is generally known that circadian patterns impact
postural balance (e.g., Morad et al., 2007). Postural balance
fluctuates according to a rhythm which is close to that of body
temperature and/or vigilance (Bougard et al., 2011). The different
circadian phases of rectal temperature could directly lead to
variations in the functioning of the muscles used for postural
balance (Nakano et al., 2001). Logically, postural balance should
also vary throughout the day in sleep deprivation (Bougard et al.,
2011). According to Bougard et al. (2011), the most pronounced
periods are in the middle of the day (10:00 a.m. and 2:00 p.m.). This
would explain why the initial deterioration of postural balance after
24 h of sleep deprivation was not followed by a further deterioration
in postural performance after 36 h of sleep deprivation (Patel et al.,
2008). However, for internal body representation, Martin et al.
(2018) reported that sleep deprivation caused no diural variation
related to subjective visual vertical and postural balance. Sleep
deprivation worsened the mean estimation of the subjective visual
vertical and postural balance and flattened the diurnal fluctuation
of the subjective visual vertical, leading to the disappearance of the
diurnal rhythm (Martin et al., 2018). Finally, the chronotype of
the subject (e.g., morning chronotype performs better in morning
tests than evening chronotype) can also constitute another factor
influencing the effects of sleep deprivation on postural balance
(Umemura et al., 2022).

Chronic poor sleep quality and
postural balance

Chronic poor sleep quality impairs postural balance similarly
to total sleep deprivation-one night without sleep- (Furtado et al.,
2016; Tanwar et al., 2021). Poor sleep quality not only affects
postural balance, but is also associated with high levels of anxiety
and depression (Serrano-Checa et al., 2020). Among the reasons
for chronic poor sleep quality, obstructive sleep apnea is a major
problem. Periodic collapse of the upper airway during sleep in
patients with obstructive sleep apnea causes chronic intermittent
hypoxia and sleep interruption (Gokmen et al., 2021). Obstructive
sleep apnea and insomnia are associated with an increased risk
of falls (Gokmen et al., 2021; Knechel and Chang, 2022). It is
not clear whether daytime sleepiness, self-rated sleep quality,
snoring or napping are associated with falls, as some, but not
all, and studies show an association between these variables
(Knechel and Chang, 2022). When severe obstructive sleep
apnea-impaired static postural balance is compared to mild to
moderate (non-severe) obstructive sleep apnea, there was no
difference between them in terms of dynamic postural balance
and the risk of fall (Gokmen et al., 2021). Nocturnal hypoxia

may cause deterioration in static postural balance as the apnea-
hypopnea index increases and nocturnal blood oxygen saturation
level decreases (Gokmen et al., 2021). Sleep-disordered breathing
severity, especially the mean nocturnal blood oxygen saturation
level, is associated with impaired daytime postural balance
(Degache et al., 2016). Degache et al. (2016) suggested that
hypoxemia would degrade postural balance at least partially by
altering the muscle spindle reactivity so essential to postural
regulation. Gokmen et al. (2021) reported that hypoxia and
sleep interruption are thought to provoke cardiovascular and
cerebrovascular diseases and brain damage with oxidative stress,
sympathetic activation, and systemic and vascular inflammation.
All this damage and alterations related to the systems of
information taking, the decision making and the motor execution
of the postural and balance function are likely to degrade
postural balance.

Effects of sleep deprivation on the
different systems of the postural
balance function

Information taking system

Visual function
Evidence suggests that sleep deprivation has less effect on

postural balance with eyes open than with eyes closed both in
anteroposterior and lateral direction (Patel et al., 2008). The
anteroposterior direction is nevertheless more affected than the
mediolateral direction (Umemura et al., 2019). Nocturnal changes
in postural balance are more sensitive to sleepiness when the
eyes are closed than when they are open because of the postural
compensatory effects of visual information (Liu et al., 2001). The
disruptive effects of sleep deprivation are more pronounced in
older subjects than in young subjects under altered visual condition
(Robillard et al., 2011) as well as in men than in women (Olpinska-
Lischka et al., 2021).

Although visual information limits the postural disturbance,
this additional information seems not to be sufficient to
compensate fully for the alteration of postural balance caused by
sleep deprivation (Gomez et al., 2008; Patel et al., 2008). Eyes closed
subjects with worse sleep quality also had worse postural balance
(Furtado et al., 2016). Lack of vision deeply impairs postural
balance in subjects with chronic sleep insufficiency. Moreover,
Cheng et al. (2018) showed that postural balance began to
deteriorate after 16 h of sleep deprivation with eyes open and after
28 h of sleep deprivation with eyes closed, using a foam platform
(i.e., under altered proprioceptive condition). This suggests that the
effects of sleep deprivation evolve over time and that compensatory
mechanisms related to sensory reweighting are modified differently
depending on whether they are based on visual cues or not.

Of course, the contribution of visual information strongly
impacts postural balance in the context of sleep deprivation but
the visual field is also important. Schlesinger et al. (1998) observed
that sleep deprivation disturbed postural balance only during a task
requiring the intermittent inhibition of a reaction but not with
a simple reaction time task and in the absence of a concurrent
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FIGURE 1

Representation of the visual field without and with (consequence) sleep deprivation.

information processing task. Sleep deprivation deteriorates the
useful visual field according to a general interference phenomenon
(Rogé et al., 2003). This deterioration of the useful visual field is
progressive (Figure 1). This can take the form of tunnel vision
(i.e., attention is restricted to the center of the visual field) when
the sleep deprivation is low (a few hours) but progresses to
general interference (involving the whole of the useful visual field)
when sleep deprivation is higher (Rogé et al., 2003). Moreover,
in the context of a tunnel-vision task (experimental task), sleep
deprivation resulted in an overall slowing of reaction times and
increased errors of omission for both peripheral and foveal stimuli
(Jackson et al., 2008). Visual perception time was prolonged after
sleep deprivation in young healthy adults (Batuk et al., 2020). Sleep
deprivation was associated with electrophysiological evidence of
altered higher cognitive processes (attention and visual information
processing), whereas early processing of visual information did not
appear to be affected (Jackson et al., 2008; Batuk et al., 2020). In
fact, the effects following sleep deprivation are related to changes in
later cognitive rather than early sensory processing (Jackson et al.,
2008). However, these tunnel-vision effects are not exacerbated by
sleep deprivation. Jackson et al. (2008) suggested that sleep loss has
a general effect on attention allocation to visual stimuli on a global
level, with no specific effects on the location of the stimuli.

Overall, sleep deprivation leads to a deterioration in visuo-
spatial performance, a reduction in the sensitivity of visual
perception, a decrease in spatial orientation performance and
spatial data storage (Besnard et al., 2018; Vargas et al., 2020).
Acute sleep loss not only reduced visual task performance and
impaired visuospatial perception but also disrupted selective
attention, probably due to a reduction in the downward bias of
information processing in the sensory cortex (Dyakova et al., 2019).
All these disturbances related to the visual function negatively
affect postural balance, especially under dynamic conditions

(i.e., unstable support, moving head, and moving visual scene).
Hence, tasks requiring substantial attention to cognitive and
motor demands are degraded more than tasks that are automatic
and were learned-retention of learning was not degraded by
sleep deprivation- (Kaplan et al., 2017). The more complex
the postural task, the more postural balance is degraded. Sleep
deprived individuals became less stable and less acurate in relating
visual information to motor actions (Aguiar and Barela, 2014).
Individuals have limited capability to select the most relevant visual
cues in order to produce appropriate motor actions, demonstrated
by their higher variability in body oscillation (Aguiar and Barela,
2014). In addition, they place less importance or weight on visual
cues and more importance on cues from other sensory channels,
resulting in lower gain values for visual information after sleep
deprivation condition (Aguiar and Barela, 2015).

Ocular motor function
Saccadic eye movements improve postural balance even in

sleep-deprived subjects but are still not sufficient to avoid postural
balance deterioration due to sleep deprivation (Vargas et al.,
2020). Vargas et al. (2020) specified that sleep-deprived subjects
reduced postural sway magnitude when using horizontal saccades
compared to when only fixating a stationary target. Horizontal
saccades are not sufficient to overcome the deleterious effects of
sleep deprivation (Vargas et al., 2020). This limited deterioration
of postural balance following sleep deprivation could stem from
the synergistic relationship between the postural function and
the visual function (Bonnet and Baudry, 2016). Bonnet and
Baudry (2016) inferred that the relationship between these two
functions would be congruent rather than competitive. Based on
these considerations, Vargas et al. (2020) proposed that there
is no dual relation between these two functions even in sleep-
deprived subjects. It can thus be suggested that although sleep
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deprivation negatively affects postural balance, it does not alter
the saccadic eye movements that facilitate it. Moreover, sleep
deprivation deteriorated smooth pursuit gain, smooth pursuit
accuracy and saccade velocity (Fransson et al., 2008). However, a
more detailed analysis shows an interesting result which illustrates
that the ratio between saccade velocity and saccade amplitude
was decreased by sleep deprivation. In fact, only smooth pursuit
gain deteriorated whereas there were signs of improvement in
smooth pursuit accuracy measurements (Fransson et al., 2008).
Knowing that ocular motor activity also results indirectly from the
vestibular system via the vestibular nuclei (integration center), it
seem relevant to tackle the role of the vestibular function as part of
sleep deprivation.

Vestibulo-ocular function
Sleep deprivation has a real impact on the vestibular system and

visual perception time in young adults (Batuk et al., 2020). It would
specifically affect the vestibulo-ocular reflex (Quarck et al., 2006).
Quarck et al. (2006) highlighted that sleep deprivation would affect
only the latency of saccade and the smooth pursuit gains, not the
accuracy of the saccade. Saccade velocity is affected in any saccade
kind after one night of sleep deprivation (Zils et al., 2005). Collins
(1988) had previously observed that, depending on the velocity
of the phase (slow or fast), the durations of nystagmus are likely
to differ significantly. Later, Quarck et al. (2006) observed, on the
basis of an experiment in which the rotation was 60◦s−1 velocity,
that sleep deprivation induced an increase in the vestibulo-ocular
reflex. In a second experiment these authors reported that with a
sinusoidal rotation (0.2 Hz ± 25◦s−1) sleep deprivation induced no
significant modification in vestibulo-ocular reflex gain. Based on
the work of Quarck et al. (2006), sleep-deprived subjects showed
an increase in eye velocity in the slow phase of the vestibulo-ocular
reflex triggered by a velocity step and not by a sinusoidal rotation.
These results are not shared by Lin and Young (2014) as they found
that the effect of short duration sleep deprivation (12 h, after night
duty at the emergency service) on the vestibulo-ocular reflex, or
after a normal sleep, showed no difference between the two sleep
conditions i.e., latencies and amplitude of ocular vestibular-evoked
myogenic potential. However, Lin and Young (2014) observed
that the mean asymmetry ratio after sleep deprivation was larger
than after normal sleep. Hence, sleep deprivation would accentuate
the vestibulo-ocular reflex asymmetry (Lin and Young, 2014).
Obviously, the effects of sleep deprivation on vestibular function
remain relatively complex (Figure 2).

The vestibular nuclei are connected via the inter-geniculate
lateral region with the supra-chiasmatic hypothalamic nucleus, i.e.,
the basis of biological rhythmicity which is modulated by different
synchronizing inputs, especially light, as well as synchronizing
social influences (Besnard et al., 2018). Besnard et al. (2018) pointed
out that the vestibular sensory organs, particularly the otolithic
receptors, also play a synchronizing role in the biological rhythms
as there would be a reciprocal neuroanatomical pathway between
the vestibular nuclei and the orexinergic neurons. Hence, Besnard
et al. (2018) postulated that vestibular inputs, by modulating the
sleep-wake state, would influence postural balance since there is
a direct reciprocal connection between the vestibular nuclei and
a number of vestibular-related cortical areas that extend from the
posterior parietal cortex to the frontal regions.

Sensory reweighting
As previously mentioned, sensory reweighting in the absence

of visual cues is altered by sleep deprivation (Cheng et al., 2018).
However, the contribution of proprioceptive information could be
less influential on postural balance than that of visual information
in the context of sleep deprivation since sleep quality was not
associated with postural balance on foam support (Kowalski et al.,
2021). Sensory manipulations can generate other considerations.
Although sleep deprivation affects unperturbed standing, the most
prominent effects were observed when sleep-deprived subjects were
exposed to proprioceptive vibratory stimulation (Gomez et al.,
2008). This would indicate a decreased ability to adapt to balance
perturbation following sleep deprivation. Gomez et al. (2008)
suggested that this may be related to the level of attention of sleep
deprived subjects. Calf vibration provides stimuli that engenders
a illusion of movement. Under normal conditions (without sleep
deprivation), the subject’s attentional state is sufficiently high
(efficient) to reweight the different sensory inputs and grant more
importance to the most reliable sensory receptors. The ability to
prioritize sensory inputs would be degraded during calf vibration
in sleep-deprived individuals, as evidenced by greater variations
in segmental body movements (Gomez et al., 2008). Since the
integration of different sensory information requires attention and
sleep deprivation lessens attention, Gomez et al. (2008) and Patel
et al. (2008) inferred that sensory integration would lower or be in
appropriated in the sleep deprivation context. Thus, the ability to
choose the most relevant motor response (segmental adjustment)
to maintain/ensure postural balance would be degraded under the
sleep deprivation condition.

Decision making system

Brain function
There are negative correlations between postural sway and the

electroencephalographic alpha activity (Liu et al., 2001). Hence,
it is logical that the brain areas activated for the regulation
of postural balance are less active after sleep deprivation since
postural sway increase (Fabbri et al., 2006). On the one hand,
sleep deprivation may induce disturbances in the brain sensory
integration areas and, on the other hand, the areas of the cerebral
cortex that regulate aspects of attention, alertness and cognitive
ability, such as thalamus and regions within the prefrontal and
anterior cingulate cortices, undergo deactivation periods following
24 h of sleep deprivation (e.g., Furtado et al., 2016; Kowalski
et al., 2021). As the sleep deprivation becomes longer, the brain
areas such as the thalamus and the prefrontal cortex are less
activated probably due to induced brain tissue hypometabolism
(Orzeł-Gryglewska, 2010). Sleep deprivation would affect the
metabolism of the thalamus, cerebellum and basal ganglia, affecting
sensory integration and motor coordination and therefore postural
balance (Umemura et al., 2022). Hence, a reduced activation
of the thalamus and the prefrontal cortex may cause input
integration disturbances related to a lack attentional resources and
reduced supervision function (Fabbri et al., 2006; Martin et al.,
2018). Moreover, activation of the extrastriate cortex and lateral
occipital sections of the interparietal sulcus would be reduced
following sleep deprivation (Batuk et al., 2020). The number
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FIGURE 2

Representation of the vestibulo-ocular function without and with (consequence) sleep deprivation.

of functional cortical circuits in processing visual information
would then be decreased which would affect many important
visual functions (e.g., the processing of rapidly changing visual
information, visual selectivity, suppression of distracting visual
information, and visual short-term memory) following sleep
deprivation (Batuk et al., 2020). Moreover, the hippocampus
is altered by sleep deprivation as well as hippocampus-cortical
functional connectivity (Zhao et al., 2019a). Sleep-deprived subjects
thus exhibit lower hippocampal functional connectivity (Zhao
et al., 2019a). According to the time of day, supported by the
chronobiological rhythm, compensatory mechanisms may take
place between the various altered cerebral resources and may entail
an increase in vigilance which would reduce postural balance
disturbances (Bougard et al., 2011).

Executive function
Evidence suggests that, with sleep deprivation, impaired

executive function is likely to affect postural balance, particularly
under dynamic and challenging postural conditions, since
compensated postural adjustments following a postural
disturbance must occur as quickly as possible to avoid a fall
or body imbalance (Paillard, 2017a). It is already well known
that sleep deprivation impairs reaction time (Jackson et al., 2008;
Daviaux et al., 2014; Fullagar et al., 2015; Vaara et al., 2018; Zhao
et al., 2019b). While it is possible that sleep deprivation does
not degrade simple reaction time, it negatively affects cognitive
function or performance (Skurvydas et al., 2020). For examples,
time pressure increases error rate and vigilance is deteriorated
(Bonnet and Arand, 2003; Fullagar et al., 2015). Perceptual output
for action capabilities is altered during prolonged wakefulness
because sleep deprivation impairs the central executive processes,
with adverse effects on attention and response inhibition (Daviaux
et al., 2014). However, Sagaspe et al. (2003) reported that 36 h
of prolonged wakefulness did not appear to significantly affect
inhibition processes in a short executive task. In fact, changes

in motor performance due to sleep deprivation depend not only
on the type of task, but also on the sleep deprivation protocol.
Sleep deprivation worsened attention and inhibition control
during the Go/No-Go task but did not change attention and
inhibitory control during the Stroop task (Skurvydas et al., 2021).
Overall, sleep deprivation affects a wide range of cognitive domains
(including attention, working memory, abstraction, and decision
making) and results in decreases in both the encoding of new
information and memory consolidation (Goel et al., 2013). Hence,
sleep deprivation would not be conducive to the learning of new
postural balance skills, which is essential for the improvement
of postural balance (aimed at improving motor performance or
preventing falls in athletes, workers or older subjects, respectively),
since it relies more on the sum of specifically learned postural
skills than on a general development of postural balance that
can be improved independently of the balance tasks that have
been learned in the past (Kümmel et al., 2016). Specific balance
training improves particular postural balance skills (Paillard,
2017b).

Since sleep deprivation particularly affects submaximal motor
tasks that require high control of movements, such as postural
balance mentioned above, it would be logical that the cognitive
and sensory-motor impairment associated with sleep deprivation
(Thun et al., 2015) contributes to impaired postural balance. In
fact, sleep deprivation has deleterious effects on the sensory-motor
ability necessary to consider one’s action capabilities to ensure safe
and efficient movement control (Daviaux et al., 2014). Daviaux
et al. (2014) argued that the cognitive processing of external (i.e.,
environmental cues) and internal (i.e., the subject’s physical state)
inputs that specify the estimated consequences of motor action
could explain the inability to successfully update the perception
of action capabilities after sleep deprivation. In addition, sleep
deprivation would have a negative effect on the subjective visual
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FIGURE 3

Representation of the regulation of postural balance tasks involving the central integration of sensory inputs and motor responses.

vertical, which is important in the process of postural balance
regulation (Martin et al., 2018).

Motor execution system

Spinal function
Since the contribution of the myotatic loops are fundamental

in postural balance regulation, it is worth considerating the
effects of sleep deprivation on the spinal reflexes. The effects
of sleep deprivation on the stretch reflex and tendinous reflex
are relatively unknown. The effects of sleep deprivation were
assessed with respect to the spinal excitability by Gonçalves
et al. (2021) who reported that H-reflex (sensitive to changes in
presynaptic inhibition and/or motoneuron excitability) and V-wave
(sensitive to modification in supraspinal input to the motoneuron
pool) peak-to-peak normalized amplitude did not change after
sleep deprivation, revealing that the descending neural drive
and/or modulation in Ia afferent input remained unaffected under
sleep deprivation condition. Nevertheless, Daviaux et al. (2014)
previously showed that the Hmax reflex was lowered after one night
of sleep deprivation, although no change was observed regarding
maximal voluntary contraction (quadriceps femoris). Based on
these contradictory results and the fact that sleep deprivation affects

movement control, it can be assumed that the motor system of the
postural balance function could be negatively affected.

Neuromuscular function
Different neuromuscular parameters related to the motor

function or motor output likely to impact postural balance were
evaluated under sleep deprivation conditions. Some parameters are
durably sustained and measured under rest conditions while other
parameters are only briefly sustained and measured over short
periods under maximal/peak or dynamic conditions.

Among the parameters durably sustained, muscle tone
greatly influences postural balance, so that enhanced muscle
tone minimizes postural segmental movements and improves
postural balance (Paillard, 2017b). Orzeł-Gryglewska (2010)
reported that sleep deprivation intensifies muscle tone. Hence,
this intensification would at least partially compensate for the
disturbance of postural balance resulting from the lack of sleep.
However, Sá Gomes e Farias et al. (2022) observed that sleep
deprivation was associated with an increase in muscle sympathetic
nervous activity. Due to its excitatory effects, cardiac, vascular, and
respiratory muscles are more strongly activated, i.e., modulation
of peripheral vascular resistance, venous return, heart rate,
contractility, and cardiac output as well as respiratory variables
(Sá Gomes e Farias et al., 2022). All these factors amplify the
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internal reaction forces that constitute internal mechanical stimuli
and contribute to small continuous segmental displacements and
thus disturb postural balance (Conforto et al., 2011). Hence, the
factors which increase muscle tone are likely to be outweighed by
the factors which augmente muscle sympathetic nervous activity.

Other parameters directly related to motor output, such as
maximum voluntary contraction (i.e., maximal muscle strength),
rate of force development (i.e., the speed at which the contractile
proteins of the muscle can develop force which reflects the
capability to develop as much as forces it possible in a short period
of time) and central activation ratio (i.e., the ability to fully and
voluntarily contract a muscle group), were assessed as part of
sleep deprivation. Skurvydas et al. (2021) observed that maximum
voluntary contraction of knee extensor muscles was reduced but
not rate force development and central activation ratio. Daviaux
et al. (2014), however, reported no changes in actual performance
(maximum voluntary contraction of quadriceps femoris and height
jump). These authors postulated that the organism would activate
protective mechanisms by altering the inhibition process under
sleep deprivation conditions to maintain physical performance in
maximal tasks. Overall, the absolute or relative (time-dependent)
level of force production does not decrease or decreases so
little after sleep deprivation that it would not contribute to
disturbing postural balance. However, it is worth considering
the effects of sleep deprivation on the muscle coordination
(e.g., agonist/antagonist muscle activity), which could subtly or
substantially impact movement control tasks such as postural
balance.

Gonçalves et al. (2021) showed that the antagonist/agonist
level of co-contraction or co-activation increased during maximal
voluntary contraction following sleep deprivation. This change
of the antagonist/agonist co-activation would mean that the
muscle coordination was affected after sleep deprivation. The
enhanced co-activation at maximal force levels may be mediated
by an exacerbation of the central descending common drive
or, alternatively, depressed reciprocal inhibition (Gonçalves
et al., 2021). Despite the obvious differences between both
control mechanisms, in either case the central nervous system
would end up generating a greater level of excitability of
the antagonist motoneurons and thus increased co-activation
(Figure 3). Sleep deprivation would affect movement control by
exacerbating the magnitude of antagonist/agonist co-activation
during intense muscle contractions. This phenomenon presents
advantages and disadvantages for postural balance (Paillard,
2017b). Indeed, two opposing forces exerted on a joint can enhance
the stiffness of the joint and thus its stability, which improves
postural balance by generating a compensatory mechanism.
Conversely, augmented co-activation would interlock body
segments and impede the ability to finely control them. This
would lead more or less forced changes in segmental postural
strategies/mobilizations and thus to a disturbing postural balance
(Paillard, 2017b). Overall, since postural balance is impaired
under sleep deprivation conditions, the different compensatory
mechanisms would probably not compensate for the disturbing

effects and would suggest that sleep deprivation would have
a negative effect on the motor system of postural balance
function.

Sleep deprivation causes additional disadvantages in older
subjects compared to young subjects. Robillard et al. (2011)
postulated that age-related muscle atrophy would degrade postural
muscles’ efficiency to a greater extent in older subjects than
in younger subjects in a sleep deprived context compared to a
normal/ordinary context. This is likely to result in maladaptive
anticipatory and/or compensatory postural adjustments in older
subjects due to low motor output/efficiency exacerbated under
sleep deprivation conditions, which alters their postural balance
and thus further increases their risk of falling especially when they
are initially frail and already have very low muscle output (Paillard,
2017a).

Conclusion

On the basis of all the data presented above, the postural
balance function and its different systems of information taking,
decision making and motor execution turn out to be sensitive
to a state of sleep deprivation and is of interest in any
behavioral study carried out in relation to sleep quantity and/or
quality. Sleep deprivation disrupts the regulatory mechanisms
of postural balance. Its disruptive effects occur at the level of
each system of the postural balance function. However, the
different disruptive effects induced for each system are not yet
fully known and deserve further exploration in order to better
understand them.
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